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0.  Introduction

The past two decades have witnessed extensive research on various languages
in which systems of grammaticalized evidentiality have been discovered. In
order to utilise this material linguistic typology has tried to create universal
methods with which the occurrences found can be categorised (see Willet
1988; Kozinceva 1994; Aikhenvald 2000; Plungian 2001). As evidentiality is
semantically and pragmatically an amorphous phenomenon, it has been dif-
ficult to establish definitions that are valid for all types of context, even in
a single language. Most studies are either sweeping typological overviews
(e.g. Evidentiality: The Linguistic Coding of Epistemology 1986) or descrip-
tive treatments of a specific language. Contrastive studies are comparatively
rare (see e.g. Klaas 1997 for Estonian and Lithuanian). Such detailed com-
parisons of two languages with different historical backgrounds could offer
a typological perspective. The latter would, on the one hand, allow us to
draw more specific conclusions concerning semantics; on the other hand, it
would show us where we should place the grammatical evidentials in the
verbal system amongst such categories as mood, tense, and aspect.

The present article compares the oblique mood (OM) in Bulgarian and
Estonian and seeks to find out through which diachronic processes the
evidential has evolved or is in the process of evolving into an indepen-
dent grammatical category. The tertium comparationis is the morphosyn-
tactically expressed oblique mood.

In both languages the grammatical evidential systems occur in three
variants: dialect systems, the system of the prescriptive grammar and the
colloquial system. This article will focus on the second and the third sys-
tem. Dialect occurrence will be sometimes touched upon, as both in Bul-
garian and Estonian the grammatical paradigm was standardised rather
late and to some extent artificially, so that a comparison of forms found
in prescriptive grammars is of little use in detecting the diachronic processes
involved. The analysis consists of the following parts:
1) A formal comparison of the oblique mood paradigms of Bulgarian and
Estonian;
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2) Semantic and discourse parameters;
3) The paths of grammaticalization and the role of language contact in the
history of the OM.

1.  Concepts and definitions

There are two views on the basic function of the evidentials in the semantic
system of a language. According to the first view, their core function is
to mark the source of information. Markers of evidentiality can also show
the speakers subjective assessment of the validity of the information, though
in most cases this is an additional arbitrary meaning. According to this
viewpoint, codification of epistemic modality is not a basic function of the
grammatical evidential, which is an independent grammatical category and
not an epistemic (or other) subcategory of modality (see Kozinceva 1994
: 98�99; Aikhenvald 2000 : 4, 42, 57). Other researchers consider eviden-
tials a type of marking of epistemic modality. Accordingly, the basic func-
tion of evidentials is to express the speakers attitude towards an action or
event described by the utterance (see Willet 1988 : 52). J. Lyons (1977 :
799�800) differentiates between two types of epistemic modality: subjec-
tive and objective. Subjective epistemic meaning, based on opinion, hearsay,
inference, is by its nature evidential.

Thus, evidential systems express two meanings: (i) reference to the
source of information and (ii) reference to the speakers attitude towards
the information. The question, which of these two meanings is the invariant
meaning of evidential systems and which is the variant, has not been yet
answered in terms of language universals.1 Here I limit myself to these
remarks and will treat semantics in chapter 3.

2. Morphosyntactical structure of the paradigm

2.1. Bulgarian

Table 1 shows the paradigms of the indicative and the oblique mood. It
is based on the academic grammar of Bulgarian (GBE II).

Table 1
Ô‡‚q �to do� 1st and 3rd sg masc

Indicative Oblique mood

Present Ô‡‚q Ô‡‚Ë Ô‡‚ÂÎ Ò˙Ï Ô‡‚ÂÎ
Imperfect Ô‡‚Âı Ô‡‚Â¯Â

Aorist Ô‡‚Ëı Ô‡‚Ë Ô‡‚ËÎ Ò˙Ï Ô‡‚ËÎ

Perfect Ô‡‚ËÎ Ò˙Ï Ô‡‚ËÎ Â ·ËÎ Ò˙Ï Ô‡‚ËÎ ·ËÎ Ô‡‚ËÎ
Pluperfect ·qı Ô‡‚ËÎ ·Â¯Â Ô‡‚ËÎ

Future ˘Â Ô‡‚q ˘Â Ô‡‚Ë ˘qÎ Ò˙Ï ‰‡ Ô‡‚q ˘qÎ ‰‡ Ô‡‚Ë
Past future ˘qı ‰‡ Ô‡‚q ˘Â¯Â ‰‡ Ô‡‚Ë

Future-perfect ˘Â Ò˙Ï Ô‡‚ËÎ ˘Â Â Ô‡‚ËÎ ˘qÎ Ò˙Ï ‰‡ Ò˙Ï ˘qÎ ‰‡ Â
Ô‡‚ËÎ Ô‡‚ËÎ

Past ˘qı ‰‡ Ò˙Ï ˘Â¯Â ‰‡ Â
future-perfect Ô‡‚ËÎ Ô‡‚ËÎ
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All the tense relationships in the indicative can also be expressed in
the OM. The Table shows, however, that in Bulgarian each two indicative
tense forms correspond to one form in the OM. Thus, for example, the
present and the imperfect are distinguished in OM not formally but only
contextually. The only exception is the aorist, where the correspondence
is 1:1. The oblique forms of the simple tenses of the indicative (present,
imperfect and aorist) are formed as follows: the Î-marker of the past par-
ticiple is affixed to the imperfect stem, thus forming the imperfect par-
ticiple (pravel) or to the aorist stem, forming the perfect participle (Ô‡‚ËÎ).
These participles occur together with the finite auxiliary verb Ò˙Ï �to be�.
The 3rd person singular and plural forms are elliptical. The oblique forms
corresponding to the periphrastic indicative past tenses are formed from
two participles: the perfect participles of the auxiliary and the main verb.
To these is added the finite form of the auxiliary verb. The oblique future
and the future in the past consist of two parts. The first part is formed
from the imperfect participle of the future auxiliary verb ˘Â and the finite
auxiliary Ò˙Ï, the second part from the particle ‰‡ (a proclitic with con-
junctive function) and the present tense of the main verb. The future per-
fect and the past future perfect are formed according to the same principles,
but here the conjunctive particle is followed by the periphrastic past. In
negated forms of the future ˘qÎ is replaced by the neuter form ÌqÏ‡ÎÓ
of the imperfect participle of the future negation verb ÌqÏ‡ (ÌqÏ‡ÎÓ ‰‡
Ô‡‚q �(reportedly) I will not do�). Obligatory ellipsis of the finite auxil-
iary in the 3rd person occurs throughout the whole paradigm.

In addition to these forms, dialects and the common spoken language
reveal many other forms. The longer is the periphrastic verb phrase that
expresses temporal relations, the more parallel forms are to be found.2 In
Standard Bulgarian the oblique forms are not constructed with passive
participles. Such forms are, however, common in dialects and in the closely
related Macedonian language (see Friedman 1986).

An important problem, which needs to be addressed in the analysis of
the paradigm, is homonymy. As mentioned before, there is a systematic
homonymy within the OM paradigm. In addition, the first and second per-
son singular and plural of the perfect indicative and the first and second
singular and plural of the oblique aorist are completely identical. Thus,
the most commonly used tense in the OM differs formally from the per-
fect indicative only in the third person. Amongst the remaining forms we
can differentiate between the mood only in terms of the context time ref-
erence. Confusion is caused also by the fact that the imperfect participle
and the perfect participle often formally coincide. For example, ÚÓÈ ËÒÍ‡Î
�he (reportedly) wants, wanted� is used in the OM in three different tenses:
present, imperfect and aorist. Such ambiguity has formal reasons as verbs
of the third (and some of the second) conjugations are single-stemmed,
imperfect and perfect participles formed from these stems do not display
a difference in form.
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2 For example, the future perfect and the past future perfect can have up to five
forms. Here the exact expression of temporal relations requires two participial
elements. Variation occurs with the placement of the l-affix and the choice of the
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˘qÎ Ò˙Ï ·ËÎ ‰‡ ‰ÓÌÂÒ‡ (see GBE II 360).



In spite of the homonymy most grammars of Bulgarian consider forms
of the oblique mood sufficiently marked (when compared to other cate-
gories) to assign them an individual grammatical category. The paradigm
is marked with the following formants:
1) omission of the auxiliary in the 3rd person;
2) the imperfect participle;3
3) monofunctional grammemes: the past participle of the future auxiliary
˘qÎ and the neutral form of the past participle of the future negative aux-
iliary ÌqÏ‡ÎÓ;
4) combined use of auxiliaries and l-participles in periphrastic forms.

2.2.  Estonian

Unlike Bulgarian, the Estonian OM paradigm does not formally coincide
with the tense system. The marker -vat in the contemporary standard lan-
guage consists diachronically of two elements: the marker -v(a) of the pre-
sent active participle and the partitive ending -t. Table 2 shows the OM
paradigm according to the academic grammar of Estonian (EKG I 236):

Table 2
tulema �to come�

Active Passive

Present tulevat tuldavat
Preterite olevat tulnud / tulnuvat olevat tuldud

In Standard Estonian the OM forms do not inflect for number or per-
son. There are both active and passive oblique forms. The temporal dis-
tribution is as follows: the present indicative has an oblique counterpart,
the imperfect, perfect and pluperfect indicative have only one oblique coun-
terpart, which marks the general past. Some context is necessary to decide
whether this oblique form refers to the imperfect, perfect or pluperfect. The
basic preterite forms are periphrastic (olevat tulnud �be-EV come-PRET.PRT�).4
For the active preterite there is besides the analytical form also a synthetic
one (tulnuvat �come-PRET.PRT-EV�).

In older grammars we may encounter other forms than those presented
by EKG. Until the middle of the 1920s the grammars presented specific
forms of the oblique in the pluperfect, in which there were two past
participles: (active) olnuvat tulnud (�be-PRET.PRT-EV come-PRET.PRT�), ole-
vat olnud tulnud (�be-EV be-PRET.PRT come-PRET.PRT�) and passive oldu-
vat tuldud (�be-PRET.PASS.PRT-EV come-PRET.PASS.PRT�). The school gram-
mar by H. Põld (1922 : 71) has a form oldavat tulnud (�be-PRES.PASS-EV
come-PRET.PRT�), O. Loorits in his grammar (1923 : 75) has a synthetic pas-
sive perfect tulduvat (�come-PRET.PASS.PRT-EV�).

The desire to differentiate the various past forms undoubtedly derived
from an attempt to regulate the language by creating symmetrical para-
digms. In Estonian, however, there is a certain evidential strategy, which
has deep roots in the dialects and which justifies such attempts. The dialects
and the spoken language reveal lone nud-participles used as a predicates,
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with which evidential meanings are expressed, e.g. ta tulnud koju ’s/he
(reportedly) came home� (see Metslang, Muiçzniece, Pajusalu 1999). This form
was considered to be suitable to correspond to the synthetic past, that is,
the imperfect. From F. J. Wiedemann (1875) onwards many grammarians
have presented forms like olnud tulnud (�be-PRET.PRT come-PRET.PRT�),
where, in addition to the past participle of the main verb, there is also the
past participle of the auxiliary verb (see Airila 1935 : 810). Like in Bul-
garian (cf. ·ËÎ Ô‡‚ËÎ), this form usually corresponds to the periphrastic
past in the indicative. The occurrences in the spoken language of the lone
past participle, the reduplication of such infinite forms and their combi-
nation with vat-forms gave Estonian grammarians the possibility to con-
struct complete paradigms of the OM corresponding to the indicative forms.
For example, a grammar by O. Loorits (1923 : 75) offers the following
oblique paradigm: active present: tulevat, imperfect tulnud, perfect tulnu-
vat/olevat tulnud, pluperfect olnuvat tulnud/olevat olnud tulnud; passive
present tuldavat, imperfect tuldud, perfect tulduvat/olevat tuldud, pluper-
fect olduvat tuldud/olevat oldud tuldud.

We can, thus, state that in Bulgarian the basic formational mechanism
resides in the combination of finite and infinite verbal forms into periphrastic
constructions, whilst Estonian resorts to linking -nud/-tud and -vat forms
at both syntactic (olevat olnud) and morphological levels (olnuvat).

In addition, Estonian dialects and the spoken language reveal the following
strategies, in which evidentiality is expressed by grammatical elements:
1) the use of the da-infinitive: Minust h o o v a t a seletamatut võlu �An
unexplainable magic emanates-EV from me�.
2) the imperfect of the modal verb pidama: Ta p i d i seal olema �S/he
was (reportedly, supposedly) there�.
3) homonymic forms of the pluperfect, which are temporally used as imper-
fect: Kui Mari eile läbi metsa koju o l i l ä i n u d, o l i ta suure põdra-
pulliga v a s t a m i s i s a t t u n u d �When Mari (reportedly) went home
yesterday through the woods, she (reportedly) came face to face with a
large bull elk� (EKG II 36�37).

3.  Semantic and discourse parameters

A classification of the different evidential meanings is a challenge to semantic
typology. An analysis based on the function of the form looks for a semantic
component, which corresponds to a given form in every context (i.e. invariant
meaning). Common, however, are those cases where evidential meaning is
expressed by such forms whose central function is not evidential. In these
cases a certain meaning implication has arisen from the context. Incidental
pragmatic forces summon new meanings, which can be reanalysed as belong-
ing to a certain form. The beginning stages of grammaticalization are usu-
ally unnoticeable. Therefore, we should look for the smallest shifts in the
marking of semantic fields. The discovery in discourse of pragmatic impli-
cations and their tracking is important because here lie the potential sources
of grammaticalization (see Hopper, Traugott 1994 : 75).

Which pragmatic implications tend to be grammaticalized with regard
to evidentiality? In describing the evidential systems of the Balkan and
Baltic linguistic areas the following basic concepts are used:
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1) the quotative (in English-language literature often �reported�): the evi-
dence is acquired via verbal report; it is marked as second-hand or third-
hand (hearsay) (see Willet 1988 : 57; Plungian 2001 : 352�354).
2) the inferential: the speakers statement is based on a past event, which
the speaker himself did not witness; an inferential statement is based on
the observed consequences of an event or is otherwise concluded (see Wil-
let 1988 : 57).
3) the mirative: the utterance is marked by surprise or wonder; the speaker
discovers an event, which has been taking place for some time. He expresses
the lack of control over the unintended and unexpected action (see Fried-
man 1986 : 180; DeLancey 2001 : 369�370).

These three concepts, used to describe the three subtypes of eviden-
tiality, are subsumed under the concept indirect.5 In addition, evidential
systems can have some epistemic meanings. An important question, which
has to be answered, is whether we can speak only of the opposition direct
� indirect when viewing certain systems. Or is there some reason to dif-
ferentiate between subsystems, which contrast not only with neutral6 forms
but also amongst themselves (e.g. quotative vs. inferential, inferential vs.
mirative, and so on). When is a certain evidential meaning marked suffi-
ciently to warrant its own subsystem? A. Aikhenvald (2000 : 22�23) pro-
poses a methodological base to differentiate subsystems. Two evidentiality
specifications form different evidential subsystems if (a) they are differ-
ently marked or (b) if they can occur at the same time; or (c) if they can
be neutralised in different ways. Next I will concentrate on the differen-
tiation of semantic specifications and on the structure of markedness.

3.1.  The Bulgarian system

In Bulgarian the primary markedness principle is the opposition indirect
� everything else. The discussion concerning the exact semantic function
of the indirect forms in Bulgarian has continued for a whole century. Nor-
mative grammars usually emphasise the quotative function (GBE II 351).

More exhaustive investigations into this category have looked at the
relationship between the indirect and the direct forms in terms of the
acceptability/unacceptability of the action (see DÂÏËÌ‡ 1959 : 356�357).
The typology of evidentiality (from the 1970s onwards) has, however, con-
sidered that the basic function of these forms is to either mark the source
of information or the speakers attitude (see Friedman 1986; Fitneva 2001).

As noted, in Bulgarian every tense marked in the OM corresponds to
two tenses in the indicative (the only exception being the aorist). The GBE
(II 360) notes also that in Bulgarian the marking of indirectness in the pre-
sent, perfect, and in the future is facultative. In the imperfect, aorist, and
pluperfect, however, evidentiality must be marked if the information is
obtained in an indirect way. As in the present (together with the perfect7)
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and in the future tenses the component of indirectness in the semantic
structure is not sufficient to motivate marking, we can ask which seman-
tic component does motivate marking. The most logical answer would be
to assume that here some modal sense comes into play. By choosing a cer-
tain form the speaker adds something of his own to the information and
this therefore must be of a subjective quality. In other words, by using
indirect forms in these tenses the speaker refers to his assessment of the
indirectly obtained information. Compare the following sentences:

(1) SÚÓqÌ ÒÂ„‡ „ Ó ‚ Ó  Ë Ì‡ Ò˙·‡ÌËÂÚÓ.
�Stoyan now s p e a k - PRES.3SG at meeting-DEF�.
�Stoyan now s p e a k s at the meeting.�
Stojan r ä ä g i b praegu koosolekul.

(2) SÚÓqÌ ÒÂ„‡ „ Ó ‚ Ó  Â Î Ì‡ Ò˙·‡ÌËÂÚÓ.
�Stoyan now s p e a k - IMPRF.PRT at meeting-DEF�.
�Stoyan now s p e a k s (r e p o r t e d l y) at the meeting.�
Stojan r ä ä k i v a t praegu koosolekul.

(3) SÚÓqÌ Â „ Ó ‚ Ó  Ë Î ‚˜Â‡ Ì‡ Ò˙·‡ÌËÂÚÓ.
�Stoyan b e - 3SG s p e a k - PRF.PRT yesterday at meeting-DEF�.
�Stoyan h a s s p o k e n yesterday at the meeting.�
Stojan o n r ä ä k i n u d eile koosolekul.

(4) SÚÓqÌ · Ë Î „ Ó ‚ Ó  Ë Î ‚˜Â‡ Ì‡ Ò˙·‡ÌËÂÚÓ.
�Stoyan b e - PRF.PRT s p e a k - PRF.PRT yesterday at meeting-DEF�.
�Stoyan h a s (r e p o r t e d l y) s p o k e n yesterday at the meeting.�
Stojan o l e v a t eile r ä ä k i n u d koosolekul.
In sentences (1) and (3) the speaker is convinced of the authenticity of

the information, regardless of the fact that he was not himself present at
the meeting. In sentences (2) and (4) the speaker shows his reserve by
using an oblique form. By using the indirect mood the speaker expresses
his attitude towards the information because the semantics of the neutral
sentence already encompasses an element of indirectness. This can be seen
especially clearly in the perfect because the indicative perfect marks indirect
evidence in many contexts (cf. sentence 3 and the statement for attested
evidence SÚÓqÌ „ Ó ‚ Ó  Ë ‚˜Â‡ Ì‡ Ò˙·‡ÌËÂÚÓ �Stoyan s p o k e yes-
terday at the meeting (and I saw him)�, where the aorist has to be used).
Thus, we can conclude that in the imperfect, aorist, and the pluperfect the
oblique forms mark indirectness while in other tenses they are used to
express the speakers attitude towards the mediated information.

On closer inspection, however, it seems that the principle of division
is not the time scheme but the forms themselves. Certain forms are more
grammaticalized as markers of evidential meaning than others and they
can be used regardless of the time scheme to emphasise certain meanings.
One such form is the perfect participle ·ËÎ of the auxiliary verb Ò˙Ï. Many
studies (see DÂmËÌ‡ 1959 : 323; GBE II 360; M‡ÒÎÓ‚ 1981 : 271�277) have
noted that in Bulgarian special indirect emphatic forms can be created by
adding the past participle ·ËÎ to the neutral indirect form. Such forms are
found in the present, imperfect, aorist, future, and future perfect. By adding
·ËÎ to these the speaker emphasises criticism, distrust, and irony. Thus
the emphatic form of sentence (2) would be SÚÓqÌ ÒÂ„‡ · Ë Î „ Ó ‚ Ó  Â Î
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Ì‡ Ò˙·‡ÌËÂÚÓ. In the perfect and pluperfect ·ËÎ is used already in non-
emphatic oblique forms to mark indirectness (see Table 1). Actually, the
perfect should not be counted as one of those tenses where ·ËÎ marks
indirectness, as the marking of indirectness in the perfect by an oblique
form is facultative, and, therefore, the sense of indirect evidence does not
provide sufficient motivation for ·ËÎ to occur.

We can summarise that the perfect participle of the auxiliary marks
the speakers attitude in the present, imperfect, aorist, perfect, and future.
In the pluperfect, however, it is merely a marker of indirectness. This can
be schematically shown as follows:

Figure 1
pluperfect ➙ indirectness

P
·ËÎ

Q all other tenses ➙ epistemic modality

What has been said so far indicates that in some sections of the Bul-
garian tense system there is a tripartite opposition in respect to eviden-
tiality. According to the tense distribution given in GBE, the following verb
phrases can all be interpreted as the aorist (i.e. (B) and (C) will be the
aoristic counterparts of (A) for indirect evidence):

(5)
(A) (B) (C)
ÚÓÈ ‰ Ó È ‰ Â ÚÓÈ ‰ Ó ¯ ˙ Î ÚÓÈ · Ë Î ‰ Ó ¯ ˙ Î
�he c o m e-AOR.3SG� �he c o m e-PRF.PRT� �he b e-PRF.PRT c o m e-PRF.PRT�
�he c a m e� �he c a m e (ind. ev.)� �he c a m e (ind. ev., doubt)�
ta t u l i ta o l e v a t t u l n u d ta o l e v a t t u l n u d

Sentence (5 A) is unmarked in terms of indirectness and epistemic modal-
ity, (5 B) marks an indirect relationship of the speaker to the event but not
his attitude, whilst (5 C) marks both the indirectness as well as the attitude
of the speaker. The opposition (A) ´ (B) ´ (C) comes to the fore most
clearly in the simple past tenses, because only here the opposition (A) ´ (B)
is marked according to the GBE. In the pluperfect, where this opposition is
also marked, there is no possibility to formally distinguish (B) and (C). In
the other tenses the opposition (A) ´ (B) is not obligatorily marked.8

The model presented here is based on the norms of the literary language
and the colloquial language today generally follows this scheme.9 An impor-
tant factor that supports literary norms in the colloquial language is the
widespread use of aorist indirect forms. The indirect forms of the aorist
are commonly used in narratives like fairy tales and folksongs. Nowadays
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they are also used in narratives common to the scientific style of writing
history (see GBE II 354).

3.1.1.  The quotative

The quotative displays the most indirect relation between the speaker and
the event. It is shown that the more indirect the speakers relation to the
event, the more he tries to distance himself from the statement by augment-
ing the modal expression (see Plungian 2001 : 352�354). Bulgarian eviden-
tial system is not exception from this rule. The most modalised types (such
as 5 C) are at the same time specialised in the function of the quotative.
This means that the use of the ·ËÎ-constructions in all tenses is a strategy
to mark quotativity. The following example would, in a certain context,
have aoristic time reference (i.e. it would be the emphatic indirect form
for the aorist):

(6) SÚÓqÌ · Ë Î  z ‡ Ò Ô ‡ Î Ì‡ ÔÓ‰‡.
�Stoyan b e - PRF.PRT f a l l . a s l e e p - PRF.PRT on floor-DEF�.
�Stoyan f e l l (r e p o r t e d l y) a s l e e p on the floor.�
Stojan o l e v a t j ä ä n u d põrandal magama.

In the indicative this would be SÚÓqÌ z ‡ Ò Ô ‡ Ì‡ ÔÓ‰‡ and in the
aorist indirect SÚÓqÌ z ‡ Ò Ô ‡ Î Ì‡ ÔÓ‰‡. Used as a particle, ·ËÎ speci-
fies the more general indirect into a reported evidential. From a choice of
evidential interpretations (independently of context and time reference)
example (6) can be interpreted only as a report of the information heard.

3.1.2.  The inferential

The main difference between the quotative and the inferential is the factor
of the speakers involvement. The quotative is used when the speaker is
separated from the event by another witness. In the case of the inferential,
however, the speaker himself is a witness of some consequences of the
event. Thus, the inferential is a less indirect category than the quotative
(Plungian 2001). For ontological reasons coagency of tense and aspect systems
often tends to form the source of grammatical inferentials (Comrie 1995 :
108�110; DeLancey 2001). As an inferential claim can only be made on the
basis of a completed action or event, inferential phrases in Bulgarian are
mostly formed using perfect participles of perfective verbs. We can, thus,
assume that the speaker in (6) himself heard the following sentence:

(7) VÎËz‡Ï ‚ ÒÚ‡qÚ‡ Ë „ÎÂ‰‡Ï: SÚÓqÌ z ‡ Ò Ô ‡ Î Ì‡ ÔÓ‰‡.
�go-PRES.1SG in room-DEF and look-PRES.1SG: Stoyan f a l l . a s l e e p - PRF.PRT
on floor-DEF�.
�I enter the room and I see: Stoyan h a s f a l l e n a s l e e p on the floor.�
Lähen tuppa ja vaatan: Stojan o n j ä ä n u d põrandale magama.

Here the speaker was not in the room at the moment when Stoyan fell
asleep though seeing a sleeping person implies it. In Bulgarian an infer-
ential claim can be made elliptically (the aorist of the OM) or with the
forms of the indicative perfect. Instead of example (5 B) we could use (if
a conclusion is the basis of a claim) the perfect form ÚÓÈ Â ‰Ó¯˙Î �he has
come�. This means that ellipsis does not mark inferentiality in Bulgarian.
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The practice of the Bulgarian academic grammar to define the ellipti-
cal forms of the perfect as indirect forms of the aorist is most question-
able when these forms are used to express inferential meaning. On the one
hand, we could claim that as a result of ellipsis the perfect operates as the
simple past. On the other hand, it is hard to explain how the original func-
tion of the perfect as a resultative and, thus, as the basis of the inferen-
tial claim, is connected with the aorist. One can assume that in relation to
the change of the perfect to an unmarked past (see AÒÂÌÓ‚‡ 1983 : 191�
219) the perfect-aorist opposition has become nebulous and these tenses
have, in certain cases, been replaced by each other.

Summing up, we could say that depending on the viewpoint, inferen-
tiality has to be treated as either a specifically unmarked branch of the
more general indirective or as a pragmatic extension of the perfect. Thus,
in Bulgarian it is the least grammaticalized subtype of evidentiality.

3.1.3.  The mirative

Though the basic function of the mirative is to express surprise or unex-
pectedness, its propositional value is that of an inferential claim (for a dis-
cussion see DeLancey 2001). The mirative is the most direct subtype of
evidentiality. In addition to the fact that the speaker himself is the witness,
the mirative phrases are always used with the present time reference. Phrases,
in which the mirative is the dominant semantic component, can in Bulgar-
ian be formed with imperfect participles of imperfective verbs:

(8) VÎËz‡Ï ‚ ÒÚ‡qÚ‡ Ë „ÎÂ‰‡Ï: SÚÓqÌ Ò Ô q Î Ì‡ ÔÓ‰‡!
�go-PRES.1SG in room-DEF and look-PRES.1SG: Stoyan s l e e p - IMPRF.PRT
on floor-DEF�.
�I enter the room and see: Stoyan i s s l e e p i n g on the floor!�
Lähen tuppa ja vaatan: Stojan m a g a b põrandal!
Sentences with mirative semantics are elliptical and in grammars they

are treated as present forms of the OM (GBE II 360; M‡ÒÎÓ‚ 1981 : 272�
275). As mirativity is marked in Bulgarian by ellipsis, we could claim that
compared with the inferential this branch of the indirect evidence is more
grammaticalized.

The elliptical verb phrases, which have inferential meanings and which
in general in terms of tense and aspect are perfectively marked, can some-
times show mirative reading as well. The basic carriers of mirativity are,
however, elliptic imperfective verb phrases, which means that in Bulgar-
ian differentiation between the inferential and the mirative is aspectual.

3.2.  The Estonian system

Unlike Bulgarian, Estonian disposes of many different morphosyntactic
ways to express evidentiality. In the Estonian evidential system the basic
markedness principle is the opposition quotative � everything else. All
the strategies mentioned in 2.2 to express evidentiality are quotatives. The
most grammaticalized quotative marker is the vat-form, which is also the
most common in the standard language.

According to the academic grammar of Estonian (EKG II 36), the cor-
relation source of information � the speakers attitude is revealed only
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from the context, which means that it cannot be marked by grammatical
means. In the standard language, but especially in the colloquial spoken
language, there are cases where one sentence may include two markers of
evidentiality. Such forms are, for example, the verb pidama �must� and the
suffix -vat. Compare the following sentences:

(9) Ta o n Tallinnas.
�s/he b e - 3SG.PRES Tallinn-LOC�.
�S/he i s in Tallinn.�
TÓÈ/Tq Â ‚ T‡ÎËÌ.

(10) Ta o l e v a t Tallinnas.
�s/he b e - QUOT Tallinn-LOC�.
�S/he i s r e p o r t e d l y in Tallinn.�
TÓÈ/Tq · Ë Î (‡) ‚ T‡ÎËÌ.

(11) Ta p i d a v a t Tallinnas o l e m a.
�s/he m u s t - QUOT Tallinn-LOC b e - INF�.
�S/he i s r e p o r t e d l y in Tallinn.�
TÓÈ/Tq · Ë Î (‡) ‚ T‡ÎËÌ.

The grammaticalization of the Estonian verb pidama has meant gradual
extension of its semantics, which at a certain point gave rise to the quota-
tive function. Synchronically the other modal meanings of this verb are pro-
ductive (Erelt 2001). We can assume that as in the later stages of the gram-
maticalization process some elements of the previous semantic make-up
are present, the verb pidama as a quotative marker needs support from
the suffix -vat. For Estonians though, (11) is more modal than (10). As
epistemic meanings constitute a contact point for evidentiality and modal-
ity (Willet 1988), it is not difficult to assume that (11) contains an epistemic
appraisal, that is, the speaker marks his own attitude more clearly than in
(10). Thus, in (9) both the quotative and the speakers attitude are unmarked,
in (10) the quotative is marked (which, depending on pragmatic factors,
may contain an element of appraisal, too) while in (11) both the quotative
and the speakers attitude are marked.

The other formal framework in Estonian, which permits the differen-
tiation of these meanings, is the doubling of the nud-suffix (the active past
participle morpheme) in the verb phrase. Older Estonian grammars (e.g.
Põld 1922 : 70�71) show forms like olnud V-nud (�be-PRET.PRT V-PRET.PRT�).
In present-day Estonian such verb phrases are very uncommon. Compare
the following sentences:
(12)
(A) (B) (C)
vares i s t u s oksale vares i s t u n u d oksale vares o l n u d oksale i s t u n u d
�crow s i t -3SG.IMPRF �crow s i t -PRET.PRT �crow b e-PRET.PRT branch-LOC
branch-LOC� branch-LOC� s i t -PRET.PRT�
�a crow a l i g h t e d �a crow a l i g h t e d �a crow (h a d) a l i g h t e d
on a branch� (quot.) on a branch� (quot. distance) on a branch�
v‡Ì‡Ú‡ Ò Â ‰ Ì ‡ v‡Ì‡Ú‡ Ò Â ‰ Ì ‡ Î ‡ v‡Ì‡Ú‡ · Ë Î ‡ Ò Â ‰ Ì ‡ Î ‡
Ì‡ ÍÎÓÌ‡ Ì‡ ÍÎÓÌ‡ Ì‡ ÍÎÓÌ‡

The problematic case (12 C), from one Estonian folk tale, probably con-
cerns a narrative style, where the speaker widens the distance between
himself and the contents of the claim. As the distinction between different
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past tenses is covert in the Estonian OM, the time reference of (12 C) is
unclear. The corpus of the Estonian language and the text corpus of the
Institute of the Estonian language did not reveal any such forms. Therefore,
ten native informants were questioned as to the acceptability of such forms.
All the informants regarded olnud V-nud phrases as possible, in principle,
and affirmed that an increase in distance (12 B ‹ 12 C) was accompanied
by modality. Here we can differentiate the same type of segmentation as in
Bulgarian (see example 5). Sentence (12 A) stands for direct evidence, in
sentence (12 B) indirect evidence is marked, but the speakers attitude is not
while in (12 C) indirect evidence is marked and so is the speakers attitude.
In Estonian, however, sentences like (12 C) are only marginal, and, there-
fore, we cannot claim that the past participle of the verb olema �to be� has
become a semantically independent particle like Bulgarian ·ËÎ.

In short, the Estonian evidential system is bipartite and the quotative
is the only grammaticalized branch of evidentiality. Combining category
markers allows the speaker to add a subjective opinion to the phrase already
marked for indirect evidence. This system is, however, less developed than
in Bulgarian.

Unlike the Bulgarian ones, the Estonian indirect forms are not typically
used to routinise expression probably because the accepted marker in the
standard language is associated with the present tense and the most com-
mon tense in narration is the imperfect.

3.2.2.  Inferentiality and mirativity

These types of evidential meaning are not grammaticalized in Estonian.
Inferentiality and mirativity can be expressed in Estonian by such mor-
phosyntactic means that exhibit inferential or mirative readings only as a
side-effect. Such are, for example, perfect forms.10 The Bulgarian inferential
phrase (7) could only be translated into Estonian with a copula verb (a
copula-less phrase automatically contains a quotative meaning). For example,
someone who has seen his friend during the day can later say:

(13) Jüri o n l ä i n u d paksuks!
�Jüri b e - 3SG go-PRET.PRT fat-TRANSL�.
�Jüri h a s b e c o m e fat.�
ŒË (Â) Ì ‡ ‰ Â · Â Î q Î.

As in the case of the inferential it is important to explicitly mark the
connection between the past event and the present result, in Estonian it
appears as a periphrastic perfect. As in Bulgarian, the Estonian perfect is
often used to mark indirect evidence (Metslang, Muiçzniece, Pajusalu 1999
: 142�143), and the inferential is the branch of the indirectal that can be
directly derived from the original semantics of the perfect.

Depending on the context, the above example can also show mirativity.
In Estonian there is no separate grammatical category to express aspect
and also in the tense system the aspectual opposition is not explicitly
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marked (unlike Bulgarian, where the imperfect and the aorist are in such
an opposition). Thus, Estonian lacks the structural tools to distinguish
between the inferential and the mirative.

3.3.  Mediated command

In the imperative proper a command is directed from speaker (A) to lis-
tener (B). There are three types of situation, where one of these (or both)
is not the source or recipient of the command but a mediator:

Figure 2
I A > B ‹ Y / Y and C
II X ‹ A > B / B and C / A / A and B
III X ‹ A > B ‹ Y / Y and C

Here X is the command-giver and Y the command-receiver, neither of
whom take part in the speech situation; > stands for the expression uttered
within the speech situation and ‹ for the expression which was or will
be uttered outside the speech situation. In type I the command is directed
from the speaker to the non-participant Y (3SG) or to him and someone
else C (3PL). In type II the command is directed from a non-participant
to a listener B (2SG), to listener B and someone else C (2PL), to speaker
A (1SG) or to speaker A and listener B (1PL). In type III both the com-
mand-giver and the receiver are outside the speech situation and both par-
ticipants act as the mediators.

In type I Bulgarian uses regular imperative forms. On the other hand,
in types II and III Bulgarian uses the same forms that mark evidentiality
in the OM. There are two paradigms, one for the neutral indirect com-
mand, the other for the emphatic indirect command (M‡ÒÎÓ‚ 1981 : 288).
Adding a conjunctive particle ‰‡ to the present form of the OM forms neu-
tral indirect commands (14). Emphatic forms are formed by adding the
past participle ·ËÎ of the verb Ò˙Ï to neutral forms (15):

(14) K‡z‡ ‰ ‡ Ò Ï Â Ó Ú Ë ‰ Â Î Ë Ú‡zË ÌÓ˘ ‚ SÓÙËq.
�say-AOR.3SG t o b e - 1PL g o - IMPRF.PRT-PL this night in Sofia�.
�(He) said that w e (exclusive) s h o u l d g o this night to Sofia.�
Ütles, e t m e m i n g u sellel ööl Sofiasse.

(15) K‡z‡ ‰ ‡ Ò Ï Â · Ë Î Ë Ó Ú Ë ‰ Â Î Ë Ú‡zË ÌÓ˘ ‚ SÓÙËq.
�say-AOR.3SG t o b e-1PL b e-PRF.PRT-PL g o-IMPRF.PRT-PL this night in Sofia�.
�(He) said that w e (exclusive) s h o u l d g o this night to Sofia.�
Ütles, e t m e m i n g u sellel ööl Sofiasse.

In Estonian a mediated command is given in the so-called jussive, with
the suffix -gu/-ku. The jussive forms are derived from the third person
imperative forms by way of regrammaticalization: imper 2SG mine koju �go
home� > (imper 3SG mingu koju �let her/him go home� >) juss 2SG sa mingu
koju �may you go home� (EKG I 236�237; EKG II 37). Jussive forms can be
used in Estonian in all situations of mediated command, also in those where
in Bulgarian the regular imperative for the third person has to be used:

(16) TÂ ‰ ‡ Ó Ú Ë ‰ ‡ Ú Ú‡zË ÌÓ˘ ‚ SÓÙËq!
�they t o g o - PRES.3PL this night to Sofia�.
�M a y they g o this night to Sofia!�
M i n g u nad sellel ööl Sofiasse!
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Such a difference in situational distribution derives from the original
function of the forms used. In Bulgarian the indirect forms have extended
only to those situations, where the speaker and the command-giver are
not the same person (when they do coincide, the regular 3SG imperative
is used). On the other hand, in Estonian the regrammaticalization of the
jussive suffix -gu/-ku originated exactly from the third person of the imper-
ative, that is, from a contexts where the speaker and the command-giver
are mostly the same person and then extended to the second and first persons.

Bulgarian also has a strategy for the rhetorical indirect command, which
comes under type I. There are fossilised expressions, which are formed
with a lone perfect participle:

(17) KÛ˜ÂÚ‡ ‚Ë q Î Ë!
�dog-PL you-ACC.PL e a t - PRF.PRT-PL�.
�M a y the dogs e a t you!�
Koerad teid s ö ö g u!

In both languages it is possible to form inferential indirect commands,
which are motivated by the results of an event that has taken place in the
past. Such commands are directed to the past and thus cannot be carried
out anymore. In Estonian such commands are formed with a lone past
participle. In Bulgarian, however, a form of indicative perfect (i.e. one with
the copula) has to be used if there is no phraseological statement:

(18) Ta magas hommikul sisse. � T u l n u d eile õigel ajal koju (Mets-
lang, Mui çzniece, Pajusalu 1999 : 148).
�he sleep-IMPRF.3SG morning-ADESS inside-ILLAT. � c o m e - PRET.PRT
yesterday right-ADESS time-ADESS home.�
�He overslept this morning. � S h o u l d h a v e c o m e home on time.�
TÓÈ ÒÛÚËÌÚ‡ ÒÂ ÛÒÔ‡. � D‡ Â ‰ Ó ¯ ˙ Î ‚˜Â‡ Ì‡‚ÂÏÂ.

4.  Grammaticalization paths and the role of contacts

The conception of grammatical evidentiality may be the result of intralingual
development or may arise due to language contact. In the first develop-
ment scenario two types of processes can be distinguished:
a) evidential meaning evolved from a gradual shift of the semantic func-
tion of the past participle in Bulgarian and Estonian;
b) a syntactic reanalysis on the one hand gave rise to a grammatical cat-
egory (marked with the suffix -vat) and, on the other, led to certain evi-
dential strategies in Estonian.

In Bulgarian the regrammaticalization of the perfect forms can be eas-
ily followed in the history of the language, as sources from the 9th cen-
tury onwards are available (see AÒÂÌÓ‚‡ 1989 : 191�219). The chain of
changes is as follows:
1) the resultative perfect >
2) loses its original temporal dimensions and, starts to increasingly denote
a general (temporally unmarked) past, changes to the indefinite past >
3) use as the indefinite past does not allow exact reference; distance in
time, space and reality >
4) evidential strategy >
5) grammaticalized evidential //.
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In the history of the Bulgarian evidential the third step was revolu-
tionary. Via a metaphorical transfer distance in time was reanalysed as
distance in communication. This is how the quotative came into being.
Obviously the inferential and mirative were already present in the semantics
of the resultative perfect. A conclusion based on the result of an event that
had occurred in the past was expressed with the perfect (for the typology
see Willet 1988 : 61, 81; Comrie 1995 : 108�110; Aikhenvald 2001 : 34).
The change of the perfect to the indefinite past and the tendency to leave
out the copula were probably related (see Friedman 1986 : 177�179). Ellipsis
regularised only in the third person and gave rise to an independent cat-
egory.

As in Estonian nowadays there are various forms that can express
reported evidentiality I will here concern myself with the lone past par-
ticiple and the -vat form. The first form is the only one that is used as a
marker of evidentiality in the whole Estonian-speaking area, the second is
the most common form in the literary language and also the most gram-
maticalized one. If we assume that the lone past participle came about
through ellipsis, then the developmental model of the evidential strategy
fits in with the scheme shown above for Bulgarian. H. Metslang, L. Muiçz-
niece and K. Pajusalu (2001 : 137�138) assume the opposite, namely, that
the lone past participle was used in past narratives when there were no
compound tenses as yet. Estonian -vat possibly derives from a participial
construction used in subordinate clauses after the main verb of a speech
act or mental state (Campbell 1991).

When looking at the role that contact has played in the development
of these systems, it is easier to draw conclusions concerning the Bulgarian
system. The development of the inferential from the perfect and onwards
to an indirect is very common typologically (Willet 1988 : 81). The term
�Balkan-West Asian evidentiality belt� has been used to describe the simi-
larities of the languages spoken between the Adriatic Sea and the Himalayas
(DeLancey 2001 : 370). The languages of this belt share evidential systems
with partly overlapping aspect and tense categories. In addition to Bulgar-
ian, the following languages have developed evidential strategies or inde-
pendent evidential systems from the perfect: Macedonian, Albanian, Turkish,
Azerbaijani, Armenian, Georgian, Avar, Persian, Tajik, and various Uralic
languages (see Haarmann 1970 : 79; Aikhenvald 2001 : 13). Especially in
the Balkan languages there is a whole set of similarities that cannot be
explained by chance or typology only. The development of the grammat-
icalized evidential has not been considered a canonical balkanism (see Lind-
stedt 1998). There are two reasons for it. First, one of the characteristics
of the Balkan sprachbund is a morphological simplification, and the devel-
opment of the evidential is, thus, a process contrary to the general ten-
dency, and second, it has been suggested that evidentiality has been bor-
rowed relatively late from Turkish into the other languages.11 The theory
that the Bulgarian evidential system might be of Turkish origin could be
supported by the fact that in both languages the morphological models of
the so-called indirect tenses coincide completely. The Bulgarian system is
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highly developed in the eastern dialects, where the Turkish influence has
been strongest (Le^ 1971).12 In addition, some subsidiary evidential mean-
ings show similar disposition to grammaticalization in the neighbouring
languages. Of the Balkan languages the mirative, developed from the per-
fect, can be found in Turkish, Bulgarian, Macedonian, Albanian, Arumanian
dialects, and possibly elsewhere too.

It is clear that in Estonian in spite of phonetic similarities (e.g. the fos-
silised vat- form resembles the Latvian -ot) the markers of evidentiality
have developed from the original morphological material. As regards the
patterns of realisation of the category we cannot rule out foreign influ-
ence. Arnold Kask (1984 : 282�285) is of the opinion that the German con-
junctive may have influenced the formation of the Estonian and Latvian
quotative. The use of the lone past participle shows a number of resem-
blances between Estonian and Latvian. H. Metslang, L. Muiçzniece and K. Pa-
jusalu (1999 : 150; see also Kask 1984 : 281�282) suggested that the use
of the participles in South Estonian may have been influenced by the Baltic
languages. B. Klaas (1997) sees the evidential systems in the languages of
the east coast of the Baltic Sea as a result of areal grammaticalization,
whereas L. Campbell (1991 : 289�290) does not rule out Finnic influence
in Baltic.

Taking all this into account, we cannot ignore a fact that undermines all
the attempts at establishing a diffusion through one-way contact. Neither
the Balkans nor the Baltics have seen a widespread lingua franca. Regardless
of their influence neither Turkish in the Balkans nor German in the Baltics
has ever been a dominating common language for cross-linguistic com-
munication amongst the speakers of the different languages of the region.

5.  Conclusions

1) In Bulgarian only one morpheme (the past participle suffix -Î) is used in
the formation of a grammatical category with relatively amorphous semantics.
In Estonian, on the other hand, various morphological material is used to
form a grammatical category with a relatively narrow semantic range.
2) Markedness of the category: the paradigm of the Bulgarian OM is partly
homonymous with indicative forms � the paradigmatic opposition between
the indicative and the indirect is defective. The Estonian quotative system
is grammaticalized to a much greater degree (with a fully developed par-
adigmatic opposition).
3) Evidentiality, tense and aspect: the Bulgarian system is dispersed among
the tense and aspect categories and functions in alliance with them. The
Estonian quotative system is independent of tense and aspectual categories.
4) Opposition between the evidential and the neutral forms: in Bulgarian
indirect � everything else, in Estonian quotative � everything else.
5) The correlation between marking the source of the information and the
speakers attitude. Bulgarian exposes in some tenses a tripartite model in
which: (a) the source and the speakers attitude are unmarked, (b) the source
is marked, but the speakers attitude is unmarked and (c) the source and
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the speakers attitude are both marked. In Estonian the attitude of the
speaker is not explicitly marked. The Estonian system is thus bipartite,
though there are strategies to additionally emphasise epistemic meanings.
6) Subtypes of evidentiality: the Bulgarian system covers inferential and
mirative meaning, the Estonian system does not.
7) Discourse: in Bulgarian one can find routinization of narrative expres-
sion, in Estonian expression is not routinized.
8) Mediated command: in Bulgarian the indirect forms have spread to
those situations where the speaker and the command-giver are not the
same person, whereas in Estonian regrammaticalization of the so-called
jussive forms originated in specifically those situations where they are
the same person.
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PETR  KEHA|OV  (Tartu)

TIPOLOGIQ  GRAMMATIKALIZIROVANNO|  ÅVIDENCIAL≤NOSTI
V  BOLGARSKOM  I  ÅSTONSKOM  QZ\KAH

Celxœ nastoqYej raboty qvlqetsq sravnenie dvuh åvidencialxnyh sistem. Bazoj
analiza posluwili nekotorye obYeteoretiäeskie razrabotki o meste kategorii
åvidencialxnosti v universalxnom semantiäeskom prostranstve (Willet 1988; Ko-
zinceva 1994; Aikhenvald 2000; Plungian 2001). Vopros o centralxnoj (invariant-
noj) funkcii åtoj kategorii do sih por ne poluäil isäerpyvaœYego otveta.
Analiziruq rassmatrivaemye sistemy, my postaralisx vyqsnitx problemu soot-
noöeniq kategorij åvidencialxnosti i modalxnosti v bolgarskom i åstonskom
qzykah.

Struktura markirovannosti v bolgarskoj sisteme t.n. pereskazyvatelxnogo
nakloneniq menee razrabotana, äem v åstonskoj. V bolgarskoj sisteme nablœdaet-
sq sistematiäeskaq omonimiq mewdu paradigmami izXqvitelxnogo i pereskazyva-
telxnogo naklonenij. Glavnym mehanizmom razgraniäeniq mewdu nakloneniqmi
v naibolee upotrebitelxnyh vremenah qvlqetsq vypadenie vspomogatelxnogo gla-
gola v formah tretxego lica pereskazyvatelxnogo nakloneniq. V åstonskom qzyke
kategoriq åvidencialxnosti markiruetsq monofunkcionalxnym formantom -vat.
Åta sistema bolee äetko oformlena i harakterizuetsq polnoj paradigmatiäeskoj
oppoziciej.

V bolgarskoj sisteme peredaäa åvidencialxnosti rasseqna sredi takih gla-
golxnyh kategorij, kak vremq i vid. To estx, åvidencialxnoe znaäenie qvlqetsq
rezulxtatom vzaimodejstviq temporalxnoj i aspektualxnoj sistem. Åstonskaq we
sistema ne zavisit ot vremeni i vida.

S toäki zreniq semantiki sleduet otmetitx, äto v bolgarskoj sisteme tolxko
odna morfema (suffiks dejstvitelxnogo priäastiq proöedöego vremeni -l) v
kombinacii s ållipsisom obrazuet grammatiäeskuœ kategoriœ so sravnitelxno
amorfnoj semantikoj. V sisteme åstonskogo pereskazyvatelxnogo nakloneniq,
naoborot, dlq obrazovaniq grammatiäeskoj kategorii so sravnitelxno uzkim se-
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mantiäeskim ohvatom ispolxzuetsq mnogoobraznyj morfologiäeskij material.
Tak, v bolgarskoj sisteme princip protivopostavleniq markirovannoj i nejt-
ralxnoj form zaklœäaetsq v oppozicii indirekt — vse ostalxnoe, v åstonskoj
we sisteme — kvotativ — vse ostalxnoe (vse ostalxnoe zdesx oznaäaet vse drugie
vozmownye podtipy åvidencialxnosti, krome neprqmogo svidetelxstva).

Bolgarskaq sistema bolee modalizirovana. V nekotoryh  sektorah bolgarskoj
temporalxnoj sistemy korrelqciq mewdu ukazaniem na istoänik informacii
i subXektivnym otnoöeniem govorqYego vyrawena åksplicitno. Tak, mowno kon-
struirovatx trehäastnuœ funkcionalxno-semantiäeskuœ modelx, v kotoroj raz-
graniäivaœtsq a) formy dlq prqmogo svidetelxstva, v kotoryh istoänik in-
formacii i otnoöenie govorqYego ne markiruœtsq; b) formy dlq neprqmogo
svidetelxstva, v kotoryh istoänik informacii markiruetsq, no otnoöenie govo-
rqYego ne markiruetsq; v) formy dlq neprqmogo svidetelxstva, v kotoryh kak
istoänik informacii, tak i otnoöenie govorqYego markiruœtsq. V morfologi-
äeskoj sisteme åstonskogo qzyka subXektivnoe otnoöenie govorqYego åkspli-
citno ne vyrawaetsq. Sistema qvlqetsq dvuhäastnoj nesmotrq na naliäie v ås-
tonskom nekotoryh dopolnitelxnyh strategij podäerkivaniq åpistemiäeskih
znaäenij.

V zadaäi sravnitelxnogo issledovaniq vhodit takwe vydelenie raznyh pod-
tipov åvidencialxnosti. Bolgarskaq sistema krome funkcii nezasvidetelxst-
vovannosti (kvotativ) ohvatyvaet inferencialxnye (baziruœYiesq na umozaklœ-
äenii) i admirativnye funkcii. Åstonskaq sistema ograniäena funkciej kvota-
tiva.

Äto kasaetsq otnoöeniq åvidencialxnosti i imperativa, to v morfologi-
äeskih sistemah oboih qzykov estx sredstva dlq peredaäi kosvennyh prikazov.
Åti sredstva otliäaœtsq ot ispolxzuemyh pri markirovanii obyänogo impera-
tiva vtorogo lica. U formantov, uäastvuœYih v obrazovanii åtih form, v bol-
garskom i åstonskom qzykah razliänaq istoriq. Poåtomu v upotreblenii form
kosvennogo prikaza nablœdaetsq raznaq situativnaq distribuciq. Bolgarskie
formy pereskazyvatelxnogo nakloneniq rasprostranilisx liöx na te situacii,
v kotoryh govorqYij i istoänik prikaza ne qvlqœtsq odnoj liänostxœ. V åston-
skom we vtoriänaq grammatikalizaciq t.n. œssiva naäalasx imenno s teh situa-
cij, v kotoryh govorqYij i istoänik prikaza sovpadaœt.

Rassmotrenie processa grammatikalizacii åvidencialxnyh markerov i roli
kontaktov s drugimi qzykami pri oformlenii sistem daet osnovanie sdelatx
nekotorye vyvody. V bolgarskom qzyke sistema formirovalasx poåtapno äerez
izmeneniq v semantiäeskih funkciqh perfektnogo priäastiq. V åstonskom li-
teraturnom qzyke sintaksiäeskij reanaliz vyzval razvitie grammatiäeskoj kate-
gorii åvidencialxnosti. Po otnoöeniœ k bolgarskoj sisteme, gde vliqnie turec-
kogo qzyka oäenx veroqtno, mowno sdelatx bolee nadewnye vyvody o vliqnii
mewXqzykovyh kontaktov na process grammatikalizacii. Äto kasaetsq nekotoryh
obrazcov realizacii kategorii, vliqnie sosednih qzykov na formirovanie sis-
temy åstonskogo qzyka takwe nelxzq polnostxœ isklœäitx.
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